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Abbreviations used

AD: Atopic dermatitis

ADO: 2-Aminoethanethiol dioxygenase

Capture Hi-C: Targeted chromosome conformation capture

CRISPR: Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic

repeats

DE: Differentially expressed

EDC: Epidermal differentiation complex

FDR: False discovery rate

GWAS: Genome-wide association study

H3K27Ac: Histone 3 lysine 27 acetylation

Hi-C: Genome wide chromosome conformation capture

LD: Linkage disequilibrium

LINC: Long intergenic noncoding

PIR: Promoter interacting region

SAM: Synergistic activation mediator system

sgRNA: Single-guide RNA

SNP: Single-nucleotide polymorphism

TF: Transcription factor
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Background: Hundreds of variants associated with atopic
dermatitis (AD) and psoriasis, 2 common inflammatory skin
disorders, have previously been discovered through genome-
wide association studies (GWASs). The majority of these
variants are in noncoding regions, and their target genes remain
largely unclear.
Objective: We sought to understand the effects of these
noncoding variants on the development of AD and psoriasis by
linking them to the genes that they regulate.
Methods: We constructed genomic 3-dimensional maps of
human keratinocytes during differentiation by using targeted
chromosome conformation capture (Capture Hi-C) targeting
more than 20,000 promoters and 214 GWAS variants and
combined these data with transcriptome and epigenomic data
sets. We validated our results with reporter assays, clustered
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats activation, and
examination of patient gene expression from previous studies.
Results: We identified 118 target genes of 82 AD and psoriasis
GWAS variants. Differential expression of 58 of the 118 target
genes (49%) occurred in either AD or psoriatic lesions, many of
which were not previously linked to any skin disease. We
highlighted the genes AFG1L, CLINT1, ADO, LINC00302, and
RP1-140J1.1 and provided further evidence for their potential
roles in AD and psoriasis.
Conclusions: Our work focused on skin barrier pathology
through investigation of the interaction profile of GWAS
variants during keratinocyte differentiation. We have provided
a catalogue of candidate genes that could modulate the risk of
AD and psoriasis. Given that only 35% of the target genes are
the gene nearest to the known GWAS variants, we expect that
our work will contribute to the discovery of novel pathways
involved in AD and psoriasis. (J Allergy Clin Immunol
2021;147:1742-52.)

Key words: Atopic dermatitis, psoriasis, Capture Hi-C, AFG1L,
CLINT1, ADO, LINC00302, RP1-140J1.1

Atopic dermatitis (AD) and psoriasis are complex skin inflam-
matory diseases with several genetic components that interplay
with environment factors1 to cause disease resulting in a signifi-
cant burden for affected individuals, families, and society. AD af-
fects up to 20% of children and 3% to 5% of adults in theWestern
world,2 whereas psoriasis affects approximately 2% of the Euro-
pean population.3

Genetic studies have shown that defects in the skin barrier are
important underlying factors in AD. Loss-of-function mutations
of the filaggrin (FLG) gene are themost important known risk fac-
tors for AD.4

FLG is located in the epidermal differentiation complex (EDC)
in 1q21, a region containing genes important for differentiation
and cornification of keratinocytes. Previous studies of psoriasis
indicated that immune cell dysfunction is the main underlying
cause of disease. Recently, a transcriptomic study of psoriatic ker-
atinocytes revealed a significantly altered global expression pro-
file, indicating the importance of keratinocytes in the pathology of
psoriasis.5

Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have transformed
the landscape of complex disease genomics by allowing
identification of variants overrepresented in individuals with the
disease of interest. At the time of study, 493 single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with AD and psoriasis traits
have been identified by using GWASs (downloaded from the
European Bioinformatics Institute GWAS catalogue6 on August
22, 2018; association P < 1e–6), of which only 7% are in coding
genes. Because the vast majority of these GWAS variants are non-
coding, assigning causality is challenging. However, GWAS var-
iants are enriched within enhancers (short DNA sequences that
loop over several kilobases to come into proximity with pro-
moters of their target genes to modulate their expression). Typi-
cally, the gene nearest to a GWAS variant is assigned as its
target gene; however, only one-third of interactions actually
involve the nearest gene.7-9

Recently, chromosome conformation capture coupled with
next-generation sequencing (genome wide chromosome confor-
mation capture [Hi-C]) has been used to map genomic looping
and has proved instrumental to the study of large-scale genome
structure. However, Hi-C lacks the resolution to map individual
promoter-enhancer interactions. Therefore, we and others devel-
oped the targeted chromosome conformation capture (Capture
Hi-C) methodology with improved resolution to investigate
genomic interaction of only the targeted regions of interest,
such as promoters, and hence to allow mapping of individual
promoter-enhancer loops. Capture Hi-C has already been suc-
cessfully used to study complex diseases such as schizo-
phrenia,10,11 cardiovascular disease,9 autoimmune disease,12

cancer,13 and heart failure.14 In this study, we have applied Cap-
ture Hi-C to primary human differentiating keratinocytes to iden-
tify variants and genes involved in the etiology of AD and
psoriasis. We have integrated the promoter interaction maps
with gene expression and histone enhancer mark data (histone 3
lysine 27 acetylation [H3K27Ac], a marker for enhancer regions)
to map and prioritize GWAS target genes. We have also validated
a number of enhancer variants by using gene reporter and clus-
tered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)
activation assays and have proposed a set of novel susceptibility
genes for AD and psoriasis.
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METHODS
A full description of the study method and data analysis is available in the

Methods section of the SupplementaryMaterial in this article’s Online Repos-

itory (available at www.jacionline.org).
Capture Hi-C
Capture Hi-C was performed according to the method described in Sahl�en

et al.15 Briefly, the method consists of (1) cross-linking of DNA-protein-DNA

with formaldehyde, (2) digestion with restriction endonucleases that cut DNA

into approximately 700-bp pieces across the genome, (3) ligation of spatially

close fragments, (4) capture of promoter-enhancer sequences by using probes

that are located in promoters of known genes and probes containing SNPs

associated with AD and psoriasis, (5) high-throughput sequencing, and (6)

analysis of sequence data for significant regulatory interactions. A detailed

description of the protocol is available in the Supplementary Material.
Cloning and luciferase assays
From the Capture Hi-C results we chose sequences containing AD- or

psoriasis-associated SNPs that interact with promoters of interesting genes.

PCR-amplified fragments in control DNAwere cloned into the pGL3 promoter

vector (Promega). The QuickChange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit

(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, Calif) was used to obtain alternative

variants of selected SNPs. Luciferase assays were performed in 293T cells.

FuGene 6 (Promega, Madison, Wis) transfection was performed with Renilla

luciferase and pGL3 promoter constructs or empty vectors. After 24 hours, the

cells were harvested and luciferase expression was measured by dual-

luciferase assay (Promega) in a GloMax 96-microplate luminometer as

described earlier.16 Relative luciferase expression was normalized to Renilla

luciferase expression, and the results have been presented as relative ratios.
CRISPR activation using the SAM system
The CRISPR/Cas9 synergistic activation mediator (SAM) system consist-

ing of 3 plasmids—single-guide RNA (sgRNA) (MS2) cloning backbone,

MS2-P65-HSF1_GFP, and dCAS9-VP64_GFP—were purchased from Addg-

ene. Design of sgRNAs for RP1-140J1.1 targeted the region of interaction

from Capture Hi-C analysis. Individual sgRNA expression plasmids were

constructed according to the SAM target sgRNA cloning protocol.17 Correct

insertion was verified by Sanger sequencing. Primary adult keratinocytes (pas-

sage 3) at 60% to 70% confluence were transfected with sgRNA (MS2), MS2-

P65-HSF1_GFP, and dCAS9-VP64-GFP plasmids (100 ng of each plasmid

per well in 24-well plates) with Lipofectamine 2000 (ThermoFisher Scientific,

Waltham, Mass). The expression of RP1-140J1.1 was confirmed by quantita-

tiveRT-PCR.After screening in primary keratinocytes, sgRNAs that transcrip-

tionally activated RP1-140J1.1 were subsequently used in a keratinocyte

differentiation assay where the keratinocytes were first transfected with the

SAM plasmids followed by differentiation for 48 hours in growth factor–

depleted EpiLife (ThermoFisher Scientific) medium containing 1.5 mM cal-

cium chloride.
RESULTS

Keratinocyte differentiation and quality control
We differentiated primary basal epithelial keratinocytes by

using calcium and performed Capture Hi-C, RNA sequencing,
and chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing–
H3K27Ac at 3 time points—day 0 (before the add ion of calcium),
day 3, and day 7—in 2 replicates (Fig 1,A).We confirmed the suc-
cess of keratinocyte differentiation by analyzing the profile of the
differentially expressed (DE) genes at the 3 time points18,19 (see
Table E1 and Fig E1, A-C in this article’s Online Repository at
www.jacionline.org). Moreover, regions that changed H3K27Ac
enhancer marks following differentiation were enriched for
transcription factors (TFs) relevant for differentiation (Fig 1, B
and see Fig E1, D-F).20,21
Interaction profile of differentiated keratinocytes
We then turned our attention to promoter interactions identified

by using Capture Hi-C.15 We investigated the interaction profile
of 21,479 promoters and 214 variants associated with AD and
psoriasis (see Table E2 in this article’s Online Repository at
www.jacionline.org). We chose to target all reported GWAS var-
iants (association P < 1e–6) to include variants with weaker ef-
fects and detect as many regulatory partners of promoters as
possible, because many promoters are regulated by multiple en-
hancers with varying effect sizes.22-24 We found 57,921 interac-
tions between 9,224 promoters and 35,643 distal regions, as
well as 12,026 interactions between 8,941 promoters (a minimum
of 5 read pairs andP <.01 in both replicates; Bonferroni-corrected
P <.02 [see the Methods section and Table E3 in this article’s On-
line Repository at www.jacionline.org]).25 Interacting genes were
expressed at higher levels (2-sample t test P 5 1.1e–165) and
were more likely to be DE at different time points (chi-square
test P5 1.01e–27 [see Fig E2, A-C in this article’s Online Repos-
itory at www.jacionline.org]). The interacting genes were
enriched for relevant gene families such as genes containing
EF-hand domains that bind to intracellular calcium and type I
and II keratins (see Fig E2, D). We found that interacting pro-
moters associated with the same enhancers (ie, shared enhancers)
were more likely to be DE during differentiation (Fig 1, C), sug-
gesting a coordinated and distal activation of DE genes. Because
enhancers regulate their target genes via looping to reach their
promoters, we investigated the enhancer potential of promoter
interacting regions (PIRs). We found that 69.5% of the PIRs
(33,341) overlapped with at least 1 enhancer peak, with 9.9-fold
enrichment for enhancers (see Table E1). Moreover, PIRs inter-
acting with multiple promoters were more likely to overlap
with enhancer marks, suggesting that there is complex regulation
of some promoters by multiple enhancers (Fig 1, D-E).

Promoter interactions in differentiated keratinocytes were
previously reported.26 In a study by Rubin et al,26 promoter-
distal interactions between bait and nonbait fragments with a false
discovery rate (FDR) less than 0.01 were considered to be
enhancer-promoter interactions if the nonbait fragment overlap-
ped with an H3K27ac peak at any day of the time course. Our
study used DpnII (4-cutter; theoretical mean fragment size 650
bases) to fragment the genome, whereas the Rubin et al26 study
used HindIII (6-cutter; theoretical mean fragment size 4,500 ba-
ses). Fig E3, A (available in this article’s Online Repository at
www.jacionline.org) shows the length distribution of promoter
and distal regions between the 2 studies. Because both studies
overlapped H3K27Ac peaks to distal fragments, the nonbait
length distributions were similar whereas the bait (promoter) dis-
tributions were significantly different on account of the different
modes of genome fragmentation used (909 vs 7,835 bases; t test
P < 2.2e16)). The Rubin et al26 study reported 207,663 interac-
tions occurring between 19,312 promoters and 56,831 distal
regions (covering 288 Mb [9.6% of the genome]). In this study,
we have reported 57,921 interactions occurring between 9,224
promoters and 35,643 distal regions (covering 64 Mb [2.1% of
the genome]). Furthermore, the distal interacting regions reported
in the Rubin et al study also showed elevated read coveragewithin
those found in this study (see Fig E3, B).

http://www.jacionline.org
http://www.jacionline.org
http://www.jacionline.org
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FIG 1. Complex regulatory landscape revealed by Capture Hi-C experiments on differentiated keratinocytes.

A, Illustration of the experimental design. B, Differential H3K27Ac peaks (day 0 vs day 7) were enriched for

TF binding sites relevant to keratinocyte differentiation and proliferation (see Table E1). C, Around 50% of

the interacting promoters (6,051) shared a PIR. The shared number of PIRs correlated positively with their

differential expression activity. D, Degree of distribution of PIRs, interactions from all time points combined.

The x-axis denotes the number of connections of PIRs, and the y-axis denotes the number of PIRs with the

corresponding amount of connections (ie, degree). On average, each PIR interactedwith 1.63 promoters and

each promoter interacted with 6.3 PIRs. E, Correlation between the number of promoters each PIR connects

and the fraction of their overlap with an enhancer mark. F, Ratio of disease-associated variants with pro-

moter interactions (see the Supplementary Material). Inflammatory skin disease (ISD), psoriasis, and AD

were the top 3 traits enriched for interacting variants, whereas traits such as allergic disease were depleted

(see Table E2, section 5.8). Only variants not targeted by capture probes were used in the analysis to avoid

bias. ID, Inflammatory disease
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Next, we counted GWAS SNPs (only those untargeted
by Capture Hi-C probes in this study) with and without
interactions to determine whether any trait or disease
was enriched for interactions (see the Supplementary Material).
Interestingly, in our setup the enriched traits for interactions
were relevant to skin diseases (Fig 1, F and see the
Supplementary Material).

We then looked at the interactions that changed significantly
between time points. Therewere 3,686 dynamic interactions (6%)
involving 1,693 genes that changed intensity (FDR< 0.1; absolute
interaction support log-fold-change > 1.2) between any 2 time
points (see Fig E4, A in this article’s Online Repository at www.
jacionline.org). Genes whose promoters had dynamic interactions
were more likely to change their expression levels between the
time points (2-sample t test; P 5 .00965). In addition, dynamic
PIRs were enriched for binding sites for relevant TFs such as
Kr€uppel-like factor 4 (KLF4), nuclear factor of activated T-cells
5 (NFAT5), SRY-box transcription factor 9 (SOX9), transcription
factor AP-2 alpha (TFAP2A), YY1 transcription factor (YY1), tu-
mor protein 63 (TP63), and forkhead box C1 (FOXC1) (Fig 2, A).
PR/SET domain 1 gene (PRDM1),27 a key repressor in cornifica-
tion, showed a dynamic interaction profile and its promoter
engaged in long-range interactions only at later stages of differen-
tiation (Fig 2, B).
TF binding analysis of PIRs
Because TP63 is a significant player in terminal differentiation,

we examined the interaction profile of PIRs overlapping with
TP63 peaks in keratinocytes (TP63-PIRs). There were 10,306
promoter-distal interactions between 5,122 TP63-PIRs and 4,951
promoters, with an average interaction distance of 206 kilobases.
To investigate the functional relevance of TP63-PIRs, we took
only those genes that both interact with a TP63-PIR and show a
minimum of 1.5-fold expression change between any 2 time
points (FDR < 0.06, 346 genes) and performed a gene ontology
overrepresentation analysis. We observed a strong enrichment for
keratinocyte differentiation (Bonferroni-adjusted P5 1.86e–11),
epidermis development (Bonferroni-adjustedP5 3.00e–15), cor-
nified envelope (Bonferroni-adjusted P 5 6.712e–10), and kera-
tinization pathway (Bonferroni-adjusted P 5 1.25e–6) (see Fig
E4, B). Interestingly, when we performed the same analysis using
the genes nearest to TP63-PIRs, we obtained only 2 relevant en-
riched terms, epidermis development and skin development (Bon-
ferroni-adjusted P 5 1.3e–5 and 1.16e–4, respectively), which
confirms the power of 3-dimensional interaction maps in connect-
ing putative enhancers to their target genes.

We also overlapped public zinc finger protein 750 (ZNF750)
peaks in keratinocytes28 with our data and found that 11% of
our PIRs (3,659) overlapped with at least 1 ZNF750 peak. Genes

http://www.jacionline.org
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FIG 2. Interaction profile of the EDC region reveals coordinated regulation. A, Dynamic PIRs were enriched

for TFs relevant to keratinocyte differentiation and general and looping TFs. Those connected to downregu-

lated genes were enriched for FOXC1, and those connected to upregulated genes were enriched for TP63

motifs. B, Interactions of PRDM1 spanning 1.1 Mb. The last 3 columns show H3K27Ac signal. The 3 tracks

below the interaction track show TP63, ZNF750, and CTCF sites in keratinocytes. C, Promoter and enhancer

states of DE genes in the EDC region, with respect to differential H3K27Ac signal (DP) and TP63 and ZNF750

binding events. Green indicates binding; yellow indicates no binding. Left bar plot denotes the interaction

distance. D, In all, 36 PIRs interacted with more than 1 DE gene. Green and light green dots mark distal re-

gions overlapping or not overlapping with enhancer marks, respectively. Yellow dots mark DE genes. The

size of the dots correlates with their number of connections (ie, degree). Only nodes with more than 3 in-

teractions are drawn for the sake of clarity. One PIR (chromosome 1 [chr1]: 152904024-152908609 [pink])

with a differential H3K27Ac and ZNF750 peak connected to 9 DE genes. Another PIR (chr1: 152827325-

152831779 [red]), containing differential H3K27Ac TP63 peak, was connected to 7 DE genes.
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connected to ZNF750-PIRs were enriched for pathways and pro-
cesses such as keratinization (Bonferroni-adjusted P 5 1.4e–6),
formation of the cornified envelope (Bonferroni-adjusted P 5
5.5e–4), and keratinocyte differentiation (Bonferroni-adjusted.
P 5 1.5e–9). Only 28% of the ZNF750-PIRs were connected to
their nearest genes. For example, 11 of the 14 genes that play a
role in the process of establishment of skin barrier
(GO:0061436) were connected to at least 1 ZNF750-PIR, and
only 2 were the gene nearest to the ZNF750 peak (Table I).
A closer look at the EDC region
In the EDC region there were 474 promoter-distal interactions

involving 52 promoters and 137 unique PIRs and 132 promoter-
promoter interactions involving 49 of the 58 expressed genes in
the region (see Fig E5, A in this article’s Online Repository at
www.jacionline.org). Of the genes DE between the time points
during calcium-induced differentiation, 84% (15 of 18) were con-
nected to at least 1 differentially acetylated PIR during differen-
tiation, whereas only 28% of these genes (5 of 18) were
differentially acetylated at their promoters, providing support
(chi-square P 5 .0008) for the enhancer-mediated regulation of
differential expression by trans-acting factors (Fig 2, C). Table
II lists the interactions of DE genes and their peak overlap profiles
in the EDC locus. In silico analysis revealed that PIRs interacting
with DE genes were enriched for KLF4 binding sites, a TF that
activates late differentiation29,30 (binomial P 51.7e–22331).
Few enhancers were connected to many DE genes, suggesting

http://www.jacionline.org


TABLE I. Genes associated with establishment of the skin barrier process (GO:0061436, 21 genes in total) and interacting with a

ZNF750-PIR

Gene name Gene symbol Gene nearest to ZNF750-PIR? Distance to ZNF750-PIRs

Claudin 4 CLDN4 No 16231 bp

Transmembrane serine protease 13 TMPRSS13 No 8,612 and 263,267 bp

Stratifin SFN No 278,368 bp

Keratin 1 KRT1 No 176,613 bp

Tumor protein p63 TP63 No 11,068 and 487,189 bp

Grainyhead like transcription factor 3 GRHL3 No 36,546 bp

Claudin 1 CLDN1 Yes 93,438 bp

ATP binding cassette subfamily A member 12 ABCA12 Yes 19,466, 37,560, and 154,885 bp

Arachidonate lipoxygenase 3 ALOXE3 No 103,249 and 205,847 bp

Hornerin HRNR No 38,721, 340,346, and 256,389 bp

Filaggrin family member 2 FLG2 No 8 regions; 6,386 to 502,642 bp distance

Keratinocyte differentiation factor 1 KDF1 Yes 70,006,181,099, and 337,722 bp

Grainyhead like transcription factor 1 GRHL1 No 123,705 bp

Chymotrypsin like elastase family member 2A CELA2A No 161,295 bp

Only 2 of the 14 genes interacted with the nearest ZNF750-PIR.
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coordinated regulation by a limited set of enhancers (Fig 2, D).
For example, 1 PIR (chromosome 1: 152904024-152908609)
with a differential H3K27Ac and ZNF750 peak was connected
to 6 DE genes. Another PIR (chromosome 1: 152827325-
152831779) containing a differential H3K27Ac and TP63 peak
was connected to 6 DE genes. FLG, the major risk gene for AD
in Europeans, was connected to 5 different PIRs, 3 of which
were differentially acetylated and possessed TP63 and ZNF750
binding sites. Of the interactions in the EDC region, 94% were
not dynamic (ie, established before the differentiation), confirm-
ing previous results for the importance of preestablished
promoter-enhancer contacts.26
Interaction profile of AD and psoriasis GWAS SNPs

in human keratinocytes
We next looked at all the SNPs associated with traits related to

skin inflammation through GWASs in the European Bioinfor-
matics Institute GWAS catalogue (downloaded on August 22,
2018 [see the Supplementary Material and Table E4 in this arti-
cle’s Online Repository at www.jacionline.org]).6 Of 717 such
GWAS variants, 118 (16.4%) interacted with at least 1 promoter
in our setup (interacting with 199 promoters) (see Table E5 in this
article’s Online Repository at www.jacionline.org). Of note, only
30% of the interactions involved the nearest gene.We then looked
at the variants that are GWASs in linkage disequilibrium (LD)
within 20 kb of the 717 GWAS variants. This identified 186 addi-
tional variants (interacting with 161 promoters), 35% of which
interacted with the nearest gene. In total, 42% of skin disease–
relevant GWAS or GWAS-LD variants (304 of 717) interacted
with 312 genes (Fig 3, A and see Table E5). Of these 304 variants,
82 were associated with the traits AD and psoriasis and interacted
with promoters of 118 genes. Of the 304 variants, 252 (83%) over-
lapped with an enhancer in keratinocytes and 138 (45%) variants
overlapped with a TP63 binding site in keratinocytes. Moreover,
interacting variants were more enriched for enhancer marks and
TP63-binding sites compared with the total PIR data set (Fig 3,
B), and their target genes were enriched for processes relevant
for keratinocyte function (see Fig E4, B and C and Table E6 in
this article’s Online Repository at www.jacionline.org).We tested
the enhancer activity of 20 such variants, of which 17 (85%)
affected promoter activity; we found that 7 of the variants tested
also showed allele-specific activity (see Fig E6). The target genes
of variants associated with AD or psoriasis showed very little
overlap (4 of 118 [3.3%]), which is in line with different diseases
and rare co-occurrence of the 2 diseases (Fig 3, C and D).
Candidate gene prioritization for AD and psoriasis
A recent study by Tsoi et al32 found hundreds of DE genes in

AD and psoriatic skin lesions compared with in their normal
counterparts. We looked at the extent of overlap between the
target genes of GWAS variants assigned in this study and DE
genes in skin lesions and found that approximately 30% (97;
chi-square P 5 .04) and 35% (122; chi-square P 5 .7) of the
GWAS target genes were DE in psoriasis or AD lesions, respec-
tively. However, for the variants with differences in luciferase ac-
tivity, the ratio of target DE genes in lesions was significantly
higher; 49% (19 of 39; chi-square P 5 6.4E–5) and 69% (27 of
39; chi-square P 5 4.2E–6) in AD and psoriasis lesions, respec-
tively, (Fig 4, A). In total, 33 genes were DE in skin lesions and
also interacted with AD or psoriasis GWAS or GWAS-LD vari-
ants with differences in luciferase activity. Most of these genes
(26 of 33 [78%]) have not previously been linked to either AD
or psoriasis and thus require further investigation (Fig 4, A).

Uncharacterized LOC101928009 (RP1-140J1.1), a long inter-
genic noncoding RNA (lincRNA) gene, is DE in both AD and
psoriatic lesions. Its promoter is the second most connected pro-
moter within the EDC region, and it is expressed only in skin and
testis.33 It is also upregulated during differentiation and interacts
with GWAS variants associated with both psoriasis and AD (Fig
4, A). CRISPR-mediated transcriptional activation of the RP1-
140J1.1 promoter resulted in significant overexpression of key
keratinocyte genes such as FLG, involucrin (IVL), and loricrin
cornified envelope precursor protein (LORICRIN) (Fig 4, B).
Further, the RP1-140J1.1 promoter carries an enhancer mark in
keratinocytes34 and could function as an enhancer-promoter
(ePromoter).35

Long intergenic nonprotein coding RNA 302 (LINC00302), a
poorly studied lincRNA in the EDC region, is expressed almost
exclusively in the skin33 and is upregulated in late differentiated
keratinocytes. LINC00302 is downregulated in AD lesions but

http://www.jacionline.org
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TABLE II. Interacting regions of DE genes in the EDC region (chr1, 151,972,910-153,642,037, hg19 assembly)

Interacting gene PIR Distance

H3K27Ac peak

D0 vs D3

H3K27Acpeak

D0 vs D3

RPKM

D0 RPKM D3 RPKM D7 TF binding

FLG chr1: 152160951-152165378 135,574 –1.7 –1.35 3.0 6.1 28.0 TP63, CTCF

FLG chr1: 152222132-152226238 –75,547 1 1 3.0 6.1 28.0 —

FLG chr1: 152413913-152417549 116,234 –1.97 –1.8 3.0 6.1 28.0 —

LCE6A chr1: 152712060-152714295 –103,269 1 1 3.5 2.6 161.6 TP63

LCE6A chr1: 152714672-152716036 –100,657 0 0 3.5 2.6 161.6 ZNF750

LCE6A chr1: 152716036-152718584 –99,293 1 1 3.5 2.6 161.6 CTCF, ZNF750

LCE1B chr1: 152716036-152718584 –68,410 1 1 0.9 0.9 15.8 CTCF, ZNF750

LCE6A chr1: 152792843-152793429 –22,486 0 0 3.5 2.6 161.6 —

LCE6A chr1: 152818005-152820587 2,676 1 1 3.5 2.6 161.6 TP63

SPRR2G chr1: 152827325-152831779 –296,102 1 1 13.3 169.7 1310.3 TP63

LCE6A 11,996 1 1 3.5 2.6 161.6 TP63

LCE1A 27,377 1 1 1.6 4.0 128.6 TP63

LCE1B 42,879 1 1 0.9 0.9 15.8 TP63

LCE1C 48,218 1 1 6.8 6.0 42.7 TP63

LCE1F 78,478 1 1 2.2 1.7 48.1 TP63

KPRP 96,820 1 1 10.5 32.3 250.9 TP63

LCE2A 156,486 1 1 0.6 0.0 15.8 TP63

LCE6A chr1: 152839238-152842510 23,909 0 0 3.5 2.6 161.6 CTCF

SPRR2G chr1: 152843648-152845442 –279,779 1 1 13.3 169.7 1310.3 CTCF

LCE6A chr1: 152843648-152845442 28,319 1 1 3.5 2.6 161.6 CTCF

SPRR2G chr1: 152855470-152861758 –267,957 1.8 1 13.3 169.7 1310.3 TP63

LCE6A 40,141 1.8 1 3.5 2.6 161.6 TP63

LCE1B 71,024 1.8 1 0.9 0.9 15.8 TP63

SPRR2G chr1: 152873323-152875416 –250,104 –1.4 –1.37 13.3 169.7 1310.3 —

LCE6A chr1: 152873323-152875416 57,994 –1.4 –1.37 3.5 2.6 161.6 —

SPRR2G chr1: 152904024-152908609 –219,403 –4.42 –4.71 13.3 169.7 1310.3 ZNF750

SPRR2B –140,060 –4.42 –4.71 15.2 348.9 822.4 ZNF750

SPRR2A –125,964 –4.42 –4.71 29.0 513.1 1095.4 ZNF750

SPRR2D –109,570 –4.42 –4.71 80.9 2472.2 4278.3 ZNF750

LCE6A 88,695 –4.42 –4.71 3.5 2.6 161.6 ZNF750

KPRP 173,519 –4.42 –4.71 10.5 32.3 250.9 ZNF750

LCE1F chr1: 152904024-152908977 155,177 –4.42 –4.71 2.2 1.7 48.1 ZNF750

SPRR2G chr1: 152917942-152922588 –205,485 1.72 1.74 13.3 169.7 1310.3 —

SPRR2B –126,142 1.72 1.74 15.2 348.9 822.4 —

SPRR2A –112,046 1.72 1.74 29.0 513.1 1095.4 —

SPRR2D –95,652 1.72 1.74 80.9 2472.2 4278.3 —

LCE6A 102,613 1.72 1.74 3.5 2.6 161.6 —

LCE1C 138,835 1.72 1.74 6.8 6.0 42.7 —

SPRR2A chr1: 152938522-152942875 –91,466 –2.9 –3.06 29.0 513.1 1095.4 SNAI2

SPRR2G chr1: 153094091-153097228 –29,336 1 1 13.3 169.7 1310.3 SNAI2, ZNF750

SPRR2G chr1: 153098092-153101431 –25,335 1 1 13.3 169.7 1310.3 —

SPRR2B chr1: 153098092-153101431 54,008 1 1 15.2 348.9 822.4 —

S100A9 chr1: 153335989-153339183 5,660 –2.43 –2.39 45.9 73.8 449.8 ZNF750

LCE6A chr1: 153335989-153339183 520,660 –2.43 –2.39 3.5 2.6 161.6 ZNF750

S100A16 chr1: 153356637-153361040 –229,007 1 1 73.6 135.9 86.6 TP63

S100A16 –225,194 1 1 73.6 135.9 86.6 TP63

S100A9 26,308 1 1 45.9 73.8 449.8 TP63

LCE6A 541,308 1 1 3.5 2.6 161.6 TP63

S100A9 chr1: 153462097-153465016 131,768 1 –1.17 45.9 73.8 449.8 SNAI2

S100A9 chr1: 153465111-153467732 134,782 1 1 45.9 73.8 449.8 TP63, CTCF

S100A16 chr1: 153479092-153481419 –102,739 1.83 2.4 73.6 135.9 86.6 —

S100A9 chr1: 153479092-153481419 148,763 1.83 2.4 45.9 73.8 449.8 —

S100A16 chr1: 153486321-153489863 –99,323 1 1 73.6 135.9 86.6 ZNF750

S100A16 chr1: 153486321-153489863 –95,510 1 1 73.6 135.9 86.6 ZNF750

S100A9 chr1: 153486321-153489863 155,992 1 1 45.9 73.8 449.8 ZNF750

S100A16 chr1: 153543995-153548126 –41,649 1 1 73.6 135.9 86.6 CTCF

S100A16 chr1: 153543995-153548126 –37,836 1 1 73.6 135.9 86.6 CTCF

S100A9 chr1: 153543995-153548126 213,666 1 1 45.9 73.8 449.8 CTCF

chr1, Chromosome 1.

Interacting regions that do not overlap with any TF peak or H3K27Ac signal are not shown.
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FIG 3. Genes connected to associated variants provide insight into pathways involved in skin diseases. A,

Interaction status of all 717 GWAS variants. Targeted indicates whether a probe was designed for the GWAS

variant. B, PIRs overlapping LD-expanded GWAS variants (717) were more enriched for TP63 binding sites

and H3K27Ac marks than was the total PIR data set (35,643). Of the 304 interacting variants, 83% (252) over-

lapped with either an enhancer mark in keratinocytes, and 45% (138) overlapped with a TP63 binding site in

keratinocytes. C, Overrepresented gene ontology (GO) terms (biologic process) for target genes of GWAS

variants associated with AD (left) or psoriasis (right). The analysis was done by using ClusterProfiler, where

only the different GO terms are plotted. The P values were adjusted with the FDRmethod. D, The expression

levels of genes interacting with GWAS variants associated with AD (left) or psoriasis (right). The expression

values are taken from GTEx database.33 The expression columns (right) show mean expression for each

gene in unexposed (387 individuals [left]) and sun-exposed (423 individuals [right]) skin. PD, Promoter-

distal where the distal region contains a GWAS SNP; PD_LD, promoter-distal where the distal region

contains a variant in LD with a GWAS variant; PP, promoter-GWAS,
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not in psoriatic lesions (Fig 4, C). Genotyping of the promoter
variant rs41267636 in 2 cohorts of patients with AD from 2
different populations (n 5 623 and n 5 159) (see the
Methods section) showed no association with AD, suggesting
that larger cohorts with more stratified phenotypes might be
needed (see Table E7 in this article’s Online Repository at
www.jacionline.org). In addition, it has been shown that knock-
down of LINC00302 (WO2018056580A1) in primary human
keratinocytes affects the expression of FLG, IVL, and
LORICRIN.36

Another DE gene in psoriatic lesions is Clathrin interactor 1
(CLINT1) gene, which promotes the assembly of clathrin-coated
vesicles and mediates their transport. Our data show the CLINT1
promoter interacts with 2 psoriasis-associated GWAS variants,
rs2082412-G37 (psoriasis, P 5 2e–28) and rs3213094-A38,39

(psoriasis, P 5 3e–26) (Fig 4, C).
2-Aminoethanethiol dioxygenase (ADO), which produces an
enzyme expressed in skin, interacts with rs1099525140 (AD,
P 5 6e–20) and is overexpressed in AD lesions.32

The variant rs33980500-T41,42 (psoriasis, P5 4e–45), overlap-
ping with the TP63 binding site, interacts with 3 genes: AFG1-
like ATPase (AFG1L) (3.2 Mb away); TRAF3-interacting protein
2 (TRAF3IP2) (14.2 kb away); and REV3-like, DNA directed po-
lymerase zeta catalytic subunit (REV3L) (108 kb away).AFG1L is
DE in psoriatic lesions and rs33980500-T showed enhancer activ-
ity in a luciferase assay (see Fig E7). Coding variants within TRA-
F3IP2 were previously found to be associated with psoriasis.43

REV3L is an enzyme involved in the DNA damage response,
and knockout of Rev3l in mice impairs wound healing in the
epidermis and proliferation.44

A 1.5-kb region in LD with the rs6677595-T41 variant (psoria-
sis, P5 2e–33; odds ratio5 1.26; 8 SNPs in LD, 1.7-2.9 kb away

http://www.jacionline.org


FIG 4. List of variants chosen for validation of Capture Hi-C interactions. A, (From left to right) Distance be-

tween GWAS SNP and promoter, AD GWASs, and AD lesions (yellow), psoriasis GWASs and psoriasis le-

sions (coral), luciferase activity (LA) (green), if the nearest gene (NG) (blue), minor allele frequency (MAF).

The genes in bold are not associated with AD or psoriasis previously. B, (Top) RP1-140J1.1 locus and the

location of activating guide RNAs screened. ChromHMM34 signal for RP1-140J1.1 promoter is an active

enhancer, as denoted by the yellow box (normal human epidermal keratinocyte [NHEK] ChromHMM track).

(Bottom from left to right) Expression level of RP1-140J1.1 in keratinocytes transfected with sgRNA3. The

expression of several genes interacting with the promoter of RP1-140J1.1 are upregulated by activation

of RP1-140J1.1 (black vs red). Other noninteracting promoters are shown (gray/blue), and none seems to

be affected by RP1-140J1.1 activation. *P < .05; ***P < .001; ****P < .0001; Student t test (representative

of 2 independent replicates). C, Interactions of the CLINT1 promoter spanning 2.4 Mb. GWAS panel shows

rs208412 and rs3213094, associated with psoriasis (mlogp5 negative logarithm of association P value) and

is located 1.43 and 1.46 Mb away from CLINT1 promoter, respectively. The last column shows DNase-

hypersensitive (HS) regions in human primary keratinocytes (chromatin immunoprecipitation [ChIP]-

ATLAS).
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from the index variant; R2 5 1 [see Table E5]) was connected to
promoters of 13 genes, 3 of which were also DE between the time
points during calcium-induced differentiation. Although this re-
gion does not contain any H3K27Ac, TP63, or ZNF750 peaks,
it does contain 3 predicted, perfect-match KLF4 motifs.

Furthermore, we found interactions between NLR family pyrin
domain containing 10 (NLRP10) and rs87886040 (AD; P 5 2e–
22), IL-4 (IL4), and 3 GWAS variants associated with AD
(rs1218891745 [P 5 4e–17; interaction with an LD-SNP 1.9 kb
away from the index variant rs3091307; R2 5 0.98],
rs470596245 [P 5 7e–12; interaction with an LD-SNP, 8.5 kb
away from index variant rs35081016; R2 5 0.88], and
rs289744245 [P 5 4e–8]); both NLRP10 and IL4 played a role
in regulation of TH17-type immune response. Confirming our
findings, a recent study also identified rs8788860 as residing
within an enhancer that modulates the expression of NLRP10
gene, which functions as a suppressor of inflammation.46 It should
be noted that in the current study, level ofNLRP10 expression was
found to be elevated during differentiation (log2 fold change 5
2.7; FDR 5 0.06) and its promoter was found to interact with 2
regions (262 kb and 95 kb away), both overlapping TP63 and
ZNF750 peaks in keratinocytes.

Genes that function in formation of cornified envelope, FLG2,
hornerin (HRNR), late cornified envelope like proline rich 1
(LELP1), and LORICRIN, were connected to 4 AD GWAS
variants. With the exception of LELP1, all were DE during differ-
entiation. Another variant in LD with rs6661961-T47 (AD;
P 5 9e–11; variant in LD:rs17597997, 9.4 kb away from index
variant; R2 5 0.97) interacts with filaggrin family member 2
(FLG2) only during late differentiation and overlaps with the
TP63 binding site. The genotype of rs6661961 is correlated with
FLG expression in lymphoblastoid cell lines47; however, with
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our assay we did not detect any interaction with FLG. Further, the
rs3126085-A48 variant (AD, P 5 6e–12; odds ratio 5 1.22) was
found to interact with the HRNR gene (104 kb away) and overlap
with the DNase HS site, suggesting a regulatory role.

We also found that 3 genes, Wnt ligand secretion mediator
(WLS), NFKB inhibitor alpha (NFKBIA), and ERBB receptor
feedback inhibitor 1 (ERRFI1), are associated with flaky skin
phenotype (MP:0001195) in mice and interact with 5 psoriatic
risk variants (see Table E5). None of these were the gene nearest
to the risk variants.
DISCUSSION
Previous attempts to identify susceptibility genes for AD and

psoriasis have involved familial and population studies, as well as
transcriptome profiling. However, the genes identified thus far
explain only a modest proportion of the heritability. The list of
psoriasis- and AD-associated genomic variants has increased in
recent years, mainly through GWASs.49 For the majority of these
variants, the target genes have not been identified, and because
most are located in noncoding regions, the identification of their
target genes is difficult. In this study we have used Capture Hi-C
to identify new susceptibility genes for AD and psoriasis.
Although several models relevant for AD and psoriasis could be
used for this, such as immune cells or 3-dimensional models of
skin, we chose a simple 2-dimensional cell culture model of hu-
man primary keratinocytes under differentiation. Using this
model, we looked at the promoters that interact with relevant
GWAS risk variants to identify their target genes. One such
gene is a noncoding RNA gene, LINC00302, that interacts
with psoriasis risk variants and when knocked down
(WO2018056580A1) in primary human keratinocytes affected
the expression of FLG, IVL, and LORICRIN.36 Recently, it has
also been shown that LINC00302 is downregulated following
thermal injury of dermis.50 Future studies will be required to
further establish the role of LINC00302 in keratinocyte differen-
tiation and pathogenesis. In addition, CLINT1 interacts with pso-
riasis risk variants, and its knockdown in zebrafish results in
psoriasis-like phenotypes such as leukocyte infiltration and exces-
sive epithelial proliferation.51 Further, a CLINT1 risk variant was
shown to correlate with increased IL12B levels in peripheral
blood samples from individuals with chronic plaque psoriasis.52

This suggests that this variant may contribute to disease risk in
multiple tissues by regulating different risk genes. Also in this
study, the ADO enzyme, which is expressed in skin and converts
cysteamine to hypotaurine, an intermediate in the biosynthesis of
taurine,53 was found to be connected to a strong AD risk variant.
Taurine is an essential compound for keratinocyte hydration and
for protection of keratinocytes from osmotically and UV-induced
apoptosis,53,54 AFG1L, which interacts with psoriasis risk vari-
ants, functions in mitochondrial protein homeostasis, and dysre-
gulation of mitochondria may trigger inflammation and reduces
apoptosis in keratinocytes.55 Thus, these GWAS risk variants
interact with promoters of genes found to be associated with
skin diseases via functional studies, which confirms the relevance
of our work in mapping target genes of risk variants. It is impor-
tant to note that we included all reported GWAS variants in our
analysis. Therefore, variant association strength (see Tables E4
and E5) should be taken into account during variant prioritization.

The dynamics of enhancer-promoter contact in epidermal
keratinocyte differentiation was previously described by Rubin
et al.26 A systematic comparison between our study and theirs re-
veals overlap between the interaction landscapes and good agree-
ment between gene expression levels (see the Supplementary
Material). Notably, we have reported a more dynamic interaction
landscape than that reported by Rubin et al26 (6% vs 1.7%), and
our approach targets promoters as well as GWAS SNPs, allowing
for the functional assessment of GWAS SNPs and thus, the dis-
covery of novel potential disease genes.

It is important to note that extensive linkage disequilibrium is
not a major concern, in terms of isolating the causal/functional
variant in our study, because only the causal variant will give an
interaction signal if the causation is mediated by promoter
looping, whereas the regions containing LD variants will give
weaker or no interaction signal.

In summary, our study reveals that the majority of interactions
in the EDC region are not dynamic (ie, established before the
differentiation), confirming previous results for the importance of
preestablished promoter-enhancer contacts.26,56,57 We have pro-
vided evidence for coordinated regulation of keratinocyte differ-
entiation by a relatively small number of enhancers connected to
several DE genes. Accordingly, several GWAS variants were
found to connect to several genes, bringing into question the sin-
gle gene association approach for each associated variant.58,59We
have listed genes DE in skin lesions that interact with GWAS var-
iants, several of which have not been linked to AD or psoriasis
before. The high confirmation rate of our findings through re-
porter assays and enrichment for dysregulated genes in lesions
confirms the success of our approach in the identification of
potential candidate genes.

Finally, we have highlighted RP140J1.1, LINC00302, CLINT,
ADO, and AFG1L for their potential functions in skin and as
candidate genes for further investigation to understand the genetic
etiology of skin diseases.
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